Volvo Ocean Race 2017/18
TV News: Weekly Race Summary - Week 2

TIMECODE

FOOTAGE

SCRIPT / VO / James West

00:00 - 00:22

B roll of village and festivities,
planes flying over, dock out
scenes

For 45 years, the Volvo Ocean Race has been one of the toughest tests in world sport.
The 13th edition of sailing's iconic race around the world started on Sunday – and
produced a spectacular start from Alicante, Spain with 70,000 people crowded into the
Race Village to see the 7 teams off on Leg 1.

00:22 - 00:40

"The fleet jostled and faught for the lead right from the start of what will be 83,000
B roll of racing, with the near miss kilometres of racing leading to a close call for Dee Caffari's Turn the Tide on Plastic and
moment from the Helle
David Witt's Sun Hung Kai Scallywag, as they sailed into the middle of the spectator
fleet and exited Alicante."

00:40 - 00:57

IV in english with Dee about the
moment.

BEN PIGGOTT IV - So it was pretty interesting to go through all them, with all the sails
up and the fleet racing through the boats" DEE CAFFARI IV "It was the scariest thing I've
ever done, at the leaving mark was just a wall of boats, we had no where to go. Three
boats behind and two boats in front, so now we've just got to stay with everyone.

00:57 - 01:05

B roll of Dongfeng in the lead
stretching away from Alicante

"Dongfeng Race Team were able to avoid the drama moving into the lead as the fleet
began the first Leg, which finishes in Lisbon on Saturday."

01:05 - 01:21

IV with Carolyn Brouwer

CAROLYJN BROUWER IV "Holy moly, that was intense. I think I'm only just sitting down
and taking a breather now. But we managed to come out in front, and yeah battling it
out here with Mapfre now"

01:21 - 01:39

B roll of Onboard footage, GPX
shot of when Akzo and Vestas
moved into the lead

"As the fleet sailed through their first evening, the boats began to compress. AkzoNobel
and Vestas 11th Hour Racing made a bold call to sail towards the Spanish mainland,
with the rest remaining further offshore. The move paid off for the breakaway pair, as
they were first into fresher breeze and took the lead.

01:42 - 01:58

IV's from onboard Vestas, Akzo
about their move

" HANNAH DIAMOND IV " We went pretty well over night, but we know it's going to be
pretty tricky coming up through Gibraltor, and the following twenty four hours after
that. So we're just trying to get as far ahead as possible now, and know that it's all
going to change again in a couple days time"

